
HHS SCHOOL COUNCIL 
January 20, 2021 (5 PM) via Zoom 

OVERVIEW & PURPOSE 
To review progress on the first School Improvement Goal, continue work on the second 

goal, and begin work on the third. 

 

1 - APPROVAL OF MINUTES 

2 - SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT GOAL #1 - SAFETY 
Update on the work of the HHS Unity Project. A draft of the action plan will be shared 

and discussed at our next School Council meeting. 

3 - SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT GOAL #2 - TECHNOLOGY 
Review last month’s activity re: Goal #2 - “Expand and improve the effective use of 

technology.” 

4 - SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT GOAL #3 - ENVIRONMENTAL STEWARDSHIP 

Begin discussion about Goal #3 - “Bolster the school’s commitment to and practice of 

‘Environmental Stewardship’ as a Core Value.” 

5 - UPCOMING MEETINGS 
Next HHS School Council meetings: 2/24/21, 3/17/21, 4/28/21, 5/19/21, 6/16/21 

 

   

https://hinghamschools.zoom.us/j/88065073757?pwd=UlVsaHpKS0p1RGlvVUJydnZoa0Ewdz09


Addendum 
 
School Council Members 2020-2021 
 

1. Bienfang, Liz - Parent 
2. Cavanaugh, Elle - Student, Grade 11 
3. Comer, Darrelle - Student, Grade 12 
4. Cyr, Scott - Parent 
5. Estes, Ray - Parent 
6. Garland, Glenda - HHS Faculty 
7. Hoguet, Jessica - HHS Adjustment Counselor 
8. Holleran, Brendan - HHS Staff 
9. Jefford, Lucas - Student, Grade 11 
10. Louchheim, Ben - HHS Faculty  
11. McPhillips, Janice - Community Representative 
12. Melendes, Monica - Parent 
13. Morley, Curt - Community Representative 
14. Struzziero, Phil - HHS Faculty 
15. Sutton, Katie - Parent 
16. Swanson, Peter - Community Representative  
17. Swanson, Rick - HHS Principal 

 
 
Chair (1) -  R. Swanson 
Co-Chair (1) - TBD 
Parents (5) -  Bienfang, Cyr, Estes, Melendes, Sutton 
Students (3) - Cavanaugh, Comer, Jefford 
Community Reps (3) -  McPhillips, Morley, P. Swanson 
Faculty & Staff (5) - Garland, Hoguet, Holleran, Louchhiem, Struzziero 
 
School Committee Liaison (1) - Michelle Ayer 
 
Meeting Dates - Third Wednesday of each month (unless it conflicts with a school 
vacation): 10/21, 11/18, 12/16, 1/20, 2/24, 3/17, 4/28, 5/19, 6/16  

   



Please complete the following sentence. 

  To improve its use of technology, HHS needs….   

1  Teachers need continued training in order to evolve with technology. 
Students need to feel comfortable as well.  It is a process of training, 
access is difficult and expensive.  Funding needs to find a place on a 
list of priorities. 

 

Y-Y 
YY,Y 
YY 
Yyy, Y 

2  I think it’s worthwhile asking for the kid’s ideas and use of technology. 
There’s a lot we can learn from them. 

Y-YYYy, 
Y,Y, Y 

3  One to one devices district wide, more staff and support in IT, stream 
line platforms (universal platforms) so there is consistency and not too 
many different things for kids to check/monitor etc.  

YYY 

4  Streamline platforms and increase manpower / budget for IT.  Google 
docs have been great 

 

5  What is the student performance goal that we will need to use 
technology to achieve?  
Also, we need a better student performance data platform. Why can’t 
leaders see the GPA of the entire school at the click of a button? Why 
can’t they then disaggregate that performance data by age, gender, 
eligibility for special education services, race, academic discipline? 
How can we innovate or lead without up to the minute access about 
how we are doing? It’s in every other profession (the real-time updates 
of the financial markets, for example). Why don’t we have it?   

Y 

6  ….additional staffing; Joe Andrews is incredibly talented and dedicated 
but can’t do the job by himself. 

Yyy, y 
Y Y 

7  stronger bandwidth (wifi in courtyards/ties into school climate)  Yy Y 

8  Universal platforms maybe for each level of school.  
For example 
elementary- whatever platforms work best for that level 
HMS: google classroom or schoology or whatever platform building 
decides 
HHS: google classroom 
Students will have a familiarity- can help with executive functioning 
and general organization when students are expected to find 
information/homework etc on 1 platform 
 

Y, Yyy 
YYYy Y 

9  Agree with “universal platforms” Students are finding it frustrating 
and exhausting jumping from one platform to another. Each Platform 

yy,Y 



 
   

works differently as well, which causes further frustration. 

10  Peer champions and mentors in the school. Could be a student. Cant 
just throw money at everything.  Consitstent platform,s 

Y Y Y 

11  Technology has dramatically changed during covid - k-12 has just been 
trying to keep up with the basics but there is so much out there in 
terms of adaptive etc that we could take advantage of if we had more 
of the basics covered. This is not just a Hingham thing, it's across the 
board. I think the future could include a mixed educational 
environment with remote learning to accommodate kids who are sick, 
suspended or have other special considerations…. 

YY 

12  Not completely familiar with all the courses offered at HHS, but do we 
have technology classes updated to teach COVID learning styles? 
Maybe we can enlist those kinds of students/teachers for help 

 

13  Exactly.  Very few technology classes offered.  Used to require 
computer applications for graduation but eliminated as thought too 
elementary based on what primary school kids were already doing. 
Should have a robust computer technology curriculum with 
relationships with outside companies to provide opportunities for 
student internships possibly. 

Y 

14  Other districts have technology integration specialists. We have those 
two hardworking teachers at the middle school, but they’re not in a 
position to make policy for what platforms are used and curated so 
that staff and students and parents aren’t overwhelmed. Also, after our 
PD this year, I find that the Microsoft Suite would be much better as a 
platform for us. It has multiple layers of assistive tech that Google 
struggles with. 

Y 

15     

16  Connect with colleges and universities to gain an understanding of 
what they are utilizing. Perhaps the Para Educators who recently 
graduated from college could also be helpful. 
 

 

17     



Goal #3 - “Bolster the school’s commitment to and practice of ‘Environmental 

Stewardship’ as a Core Value.” 
 

 

 The best way for HHS to improve in this way would be to... 

1 The best way to improve is to build on all that has been successful.  With flexible 
scheduling, tutoring might be a way to improve technology skills for students. 
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